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OBJECTIVEdWe aimed to determine the corneal confocal microscopy (CCM) parameter that best identifies diabetic sensorimotor polyneuropathy (DSP) in type 1 diabetes and to describe its performance characteristics.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODSdConcurrent with clinical and electrophysiological examination for classification of DSP, CCM was performed on 89 type 1 diabetic and 64 healthy subjects to determine corneal nerve fiber length (CNFL), density, tortuosity, and branch density. Area under the curve (AUC) and optimal thresholds for DSP identification in those with diabetes were determined by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis.
RESULTSdDSP was present in 33 (37%) subjects. With the exception of tortuosity, CCM parameters were significantly lower in DSP case subjects. In ROC curve analysis, AUC was greatest for CNFL (0.88) compared with fiber density (0.84, P = 0.0001), branch density (0.73, P , 0.0001), and tortuosity (0.55, P , 0.0001). The threshold value that optimized sensitivity and specificity for ruling in DSP was a CNFL of #14.0 mm/mm 2 (sensitivity 85%, specificity 84%), associated with positive and negative likelihood ratios of 5.3 and 0.18. An alternate approach that used separate threshold values maximized sensitivity (threshold value $15.8 mm/mm 2 , sensitivity 91%, negative likelihood ratio 0.16) and specificity (#11.5 mm/ mm 2 , specificity 93%, positive likelihood ratio 8.5).
CONCLUSIONSdAmong CCM parameters, CNFL best discriminated DSP cases from control subjects. A single threshold offers clinically acceptable operating characteristics, although a strategy that uses separate thresholds to respectively rule in and rule out DSP has excellent performance while minimizing unclassified subjects. We hypothesize that values between these thresholds indicate incipient nerve injury that represents those individuals at future neuropathy risk.
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D iabetic sensorimotor polyneuropathy (DSP) represents a diffuse symmetrical and length-dependent injury to peripheral nerves that has major implications on quality of life, morbidity, and from a public health perspective, costs (1, 2) . At present, underdiagnosis impedes the benefits of early identification, the emphasis on early management, and the prevention of neuropathy-related sequelae.
Furthermore, the lack of an early biomarker for nerve injury hinders the process of drug development in clinical research (3) . Practice recommendations for screeningdsuch as examination with the monofilament or vibration tuning forkdare not being systematically performed (4, 5) , which highlights the urgent need for a valid screening test in clinical practice that overcomes the limitations in their specificity as predictive markers for the future onset of neuropathy (5, 6) .
The prevailing concept of the natural history of DSP is that the initiating injury to the peripheral nervous system occurs in the small, unmyelinated, and thinly myelinated Ad-and C-type nerve fibers (7, 8) . The gold-standard method for evaluating such morphological change in small nerve fibers can be accomplished by the examination of intraepidermal nerve fibers in skin biopsy samples (9) . However, this biopsy strategy has inherent limitations as a generalized screening test in all patients with type 1 diabetes, including the invasive nature of the procedure and its cost. As an alternative, the small nerve fibers in the subbasal nerve plexus of the Bowman layer of the cornea can be directly visualized reliably and noninvasively by a technique of in vivo corneal confocal microscopy (CCM) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . The cornea is extremely sensitivedthere appear to be more nerve endings in the cornea than any other anatomical site in the bodydand it is thus a practical location to evaluate changes in small nerve morphology (16) . Corneal nerve fibers are thought to closely represent those that are involved in the length-dependent process of DSP despite the fact that they do not arise from the longest nerves in the body. Rather, they arise from the ophthalmic division (V1) of the trigeminal nerve, which anatomically shares similarities with spinal nerves (those traditionally evaluated in DSP) because it has both motor and sensory roots, and morphologically, the small nerve endings in the cornea share features with those that arise from spinal nerves that terminate in the epidermis.
CCM parameters, including corneal nerve fiber length (CNFL), corneal nerve fiber density (CNFD), corneal nerve branch density (CNBD), and the tortuosity coefficient (TC) have been studied in casecontrol analyses of DSP (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) 17, 18) . However, evaluation of the diagnostic performance of these parameters in type 1 diabetes has been limited to small cohorts or to analyses using reference definitions of DSP that do not reflect recommendations for classification based on electrophysiological testing in research studies (17, 19) . Acknowledging the ultimate need for a screening test that can predict future onset of DSP, we first sought to determine the performance of CCM parameters in identifying the presence or absence of DSP. We used a gold-standard definition based on nerve conduction studies in the crosssectional baseline evaluation of an ongoing longitudinal cohort study of patients with type 1 diabetes. 17-2008-715) . The larger objectives of the study are to identify the concurrent and predictive validity of CCM parameters in the cross-sectional identification of DSP and in the prediction of future DSP in longitudinal analysis. For comparison, an additional 64 healthy volunteers were recruited by community advertisement and by sampling among family and friends of diabetic subjects and accrued to ensure that the distribution of age (by decade of life) and sex was the same as for the type 1 diabetic subjects. The current report examines the cross-sectional data from examinations conducted between November 2008 and May 2010. The research ethics board of the Toronto General Hospital Research Institute approved the protocol and consent procedures.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND

Selection of type 1 diabetic subjects
The accrual strategy aimed to include type 1 diabetic subjects with a spectrum of nerve injury ranging from lack of detectable nerve injury to severe DSP. This was accomplished by way of stratified accrual according to the Toronto Clinical Neuropathy Score (TCNS), a validated grading system to evaluate history and physical exam components that permitted tracking of the number of subjects likely to have absent, mild, moderate, and severe neuropathy at the time of study accrual (5, 20) . We aimed to include at least 20 subjects in each of the four TCNS stages and continued subject accrual into the study until this was accomplished. Subjects were included if they had type 1 diabetes, were aged $18 years, provided informed consent, and did not have neuropathy attributable to causes other than diabetes. These causes were excluded by detailed medical history, family history of neuropathy, history of toxin exposure, renal failure, or presence of abnormal serum or urine protein electrophoresis. History of refractive surgery or contact lens use did not preclude participation. Current eye infection, recent histories of corneal abrasion, presence of severe movement disorder, or known allergy to proparacaine were exclusion criteria, although none of the screened subjects met these criteria.
CCM examination
As previously described (21) , patients underwent bilateral examination of nerve fibers in the Bowman layer of the cornea using a 0.3-mm 2 field-of-view lens on the Rostock Cornea Module of the Heidelberg Tomograph II (Heidelberg Engineering, Smithfield, RI) to produce a 0.3 mm 3 0.3 mm (384 pixel 3 384 pixel) digital image, with some differences in methodology as compared with a recently published protocol (22) . The device is a laser-scanning confocal microscope that uses a visible 670-nm red wavelength diode laser source to highlight the area of the cornea being scanned for the examiner and to illuminate its structures. In brief, topical anesthetic and a viscous tear gel were applied to the eye to facilitate optical contact between the cornea and disposable cap on the objective lens of the CCM. Subjects fixed their gaze on a target positioned behind the CCM device and the examiner used a side-view digital video camera to ensure the apexdor the central areadof the cornea was scanned. The examiner manually focused the CCM lens on the subbasal nerve plexus in the Bowman layer of the cornea and captured the first in-focus high-contrast image. We used a volume scan to capture a set of 40 contiguous 0.3 mm 3 0.3 mm images from the cornea, beginning with the first superficial manually obtained image. Scans were recorded over a depth of 50 mm in 1.3-mm incremental steps during a 6-s automated protocol. The alternative modes are the section mode, which refers to capture of a single image without the subsequent incremental stepwise image capture, and the sequence mode, which permits capture of a movie of up to 100 images (22) . Although it has not been determined which mode is most valid for research into DSP, realistically, the three methods have functional similarities: they all require the examiner to manually focus on nerve fibers and make a qualitative choice as to which fibers to capture (22) . Compared with these alternative image acquisition modes, the volume scan mode offered two putative methodological advantages (21) : first, it shortened the duration of examination as it partially automated the process. Second, the semiautomated acquisition of many contiguous images may be advantageous for nonspecialized examiners. However, image quality may be limited by saccadic eye movements in comparison with the section and sequence modes. The procedure was repeated twice per eye, and 1 image was selected from the two sets of 40 images per eye during visual inspection by the examiner on postexamination analysis. The unblinded selection of this image was based on the combination of two qualitative criteriadmaximum technically sound features (the image most in focus and high contrast) and highest density of nerve fibers.
The mean of the two images from contralateral eyes was taken to determine the values for CNFL, CNFD, CNBD, and TC. The parameters were measured using analytical software (CCMetrics Image Analysis tool v1.1 provided by Drs. R. Malik and M. Dabbah, University of Manchester) (23) and standardized per square millimeter of cross-sectional area of the Bowman layer. For determination of CNFL, the examiner manually traced over the nerve fibers and branches observed in the digital image (using a graphic pen tablet). The analysis tool provided an output of the number of pixels occupied by this tracing. We multiplied this value by the constant 0.78125 mm, representing the height and width of each pixel in the field, and divided by the constant 0.09 mm 2 , the area examined by the zeroed 300-mm field-of-view microscope lens to produce a CNFL value in millimeters per square millimeter.
Although there is no established standard for the CCM protocol in DSP, other investigators recently have analyzed the average of three to five images per patient (15, 17, 24) . Our protocol aimed to test an abbreviated, clinically generalizable version of the algorithm for the most conservative estimates of validity. In agreement with other investigators, we did not regard sampling of a single image as sufficient. Whether sampled from a patient's single eye or also from the contralateral eye, we previously observed variability in measurement because two examinations could never be feasibly reproduced on precisely the same site of the cornea twice (21) . As an example of this inherent variability, the side-to-side intraclass correlation coefficients for CNFD and CNFL were 0.51 and 0.67, respectively (21).
Akin to neurologic scoring systems for DSP in which right-to-left averages are taken (5), we chose the approach of averaging the results of two images taken from contralateral eyes. Recognizing the mathematical principle of regression to the mean (which states that as the number of averaged samples increases, the reproducibly of the test will inherently improve), we chose to limit sampling to two images to provide the most conservative estimates of validity.
Classification of DSP case and control subjects DSP was established by published clinical and electrophysiological criteria (19) . On the basis of this consensus, we defined electrophysiological abnormality according to the presence of at least one abnormal nerve conduction parameter in both dominant-side sural and peroneal nerve distributions using the Counterpoint instrument (Natus Medical Incorporated, San Carlos, CA) (6). We applied ageand height-adjusted criteria for sural and peroneal amplitudes and conduction velocities, which were scored as normal or abnormal according to laboratory reference values (25) . Case definition of DSP required electrophysiological abnormality and the presence of .1 symptom (numbness, tingling, weakness, foot pain, or ataxia) or sign (abnormal knee or ankle reflexes, temperature, light touch, monofilament, or vibration sensation), keeping with a distal symmetrical neuropathic pattern of onset and progression (26) . Severity of DSP was defined according to the number of abnormal nerve conduction parameters. Mild, moderate, and severe DSP were defined by the presence of less than four, four, or greater than four lower-limb nerve conduction study abnormalities, respectively.
Assessment of small fiber function Cooling detection threshold was obtained using the TSA-II NeuroSensory Analyzer (Medoc Ltd., Ramat-Yishai, Israel) and the method of limits as previously described (27) . Axon reflex-mediated neurogenic vasodilatation in response to cutaneous heating by the laser Doppler imaging flare technique (LDI FLARE ) was measured using the moorLDI2 (Moor Instruments Ltd., Axminster, U.K.), as previously described (28) . The LDI FLARE area was calculated in centimeter squared using Moor LDI software (version 3.11).
Sample size
On the basis of previous observations in which the same clinical stratification method was used (5,20), we anticipated an allocation ratio of 1.4 (control subjects without neuropathy are expected to be recruited at a rate 40% higher than those with neuropathy). Using the methods for power calculation in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of Hanley and McNeil (29) , to discriminate a conservatively modeled area under the curve (AUC) of 0.75 from the null hypothesis in which the diagnostic accuracy is no different from chance alone (AUC = 0.5), we required a total of 54 subjects (;20 subjects per three strata) under the assumptions of a type 1 error (a-level) of 0.05 and 95% power. We continued recruitment, which totaled 89, until the smallest stratum contained 20 subjects. This sample size provided sufficient power (.97%) to detect an association with 10 covariates in multiple regression analysis and permit exploration of interaction between two variables at a power of 94%.
Statistical analysis
Analyses were performed using SAS (version 9.1 for Windows). Differences in clinical categorical variables between DSP case and control subjects were assessed using the x 2 test while continuous variables were assessed by Student t test. ROC curves were generated for each corneal nerve parameter to determine AUC and for inspection of the optimal threshold values for diagnosis of DSP. On the basis of previous work in DSP diagnosis (5,6), we planned to describe thresholds using two approaches: 1) the single threshold that concurrently optimized sensitivity and specificity, and 2) an alternative approach in which two threshold values were sought, one to maximize sensitivity and the other to maximize specificity, such that the negative likelihood ratio would approach 0.1 while the positive likelihood ratio would approach 10. Statistical testing to compare differences in AUC between CCM parameters was conducted based on the method of Pencina et al. (30) . We reported the probability tables from the ROC logistic regression model of the parameter with maximal AUC, including positive and negative likelihood ratios. On the basis of the lack of a validation set, a bootstrap analysis was performed to establish 1,000 datasets, each produced by the random selection of 89 subjects with replacement. The mean and 95% CI of AUCs produced from the 1,000 datasets were calculated, and comparisons between parameters were made by the Student t test. Association of CCM parameters with measures of large and small fiber function were assessed by linear regression.
RESULTSdAmong the 89 participants with diabetes, 33 (37%) met the case definition for DSP and 56 (63%) served as diabetic control subjects without DSP. As shown in Table 1 , compared with the 64 healthy volunteers and the 56 diabetic control subjects without DSP, diabetic case subjects with DSP were generally older (ANOVA P for trend 0.0001) and had longer diabetes duration (P , 0.0001), higher BMI (P = 0.001) and weight (P = 0.005), and higher systolic blood pressure (P = 0.0001) than the diabetic control subjects without DSP or the healthy volunteers. Glycated hemoglobin A 1c , the TCNS (a clinical indicator of the severity of nerve injury), and all of the nerve conduction study parameters showed incrementally higher levels across healthy volunteers, diabetic control subjects without DSP, and diabetic case subjects with DSP (ANOVA P for trend ,0.0001 for all variables). Furthermore, the TCNS score and nerve conduction study parameter distributions had substantial variability, indicating that the diabetic subjects represented subjects with a wide spectrum of clinical nerve injury. With the exception of TC, CCM parameters were significantly lower across healthy volunteers, diabetic control subjects without DSP, and diabetic case subjects with DSP (ANOVA P for trend ,0.0001 for all variables, with the exception of TC). Figure 1 shows the ROC curve for the four CCM parameters among the type 1 diabetic subjects for the identification of DSP cases according to the clinical and electrophysiological criteria (19) . CNFL had the greatest AUC of 0.88. To overcome the potential impact of outliers in the dataset, we performed bootstrap analysis to evaluate 1,000 datasets produced by repeated random selection. We found the mean estimate for AUC of CNFL was 0.88 (bootstrap analysis 95% CI 0.80-0.96). In comparison with the AUC for CNFL, CNFD showed an AUC of 0.84 (0.72-0.94), CNBD showed an AUC of 0.73 (0.63-0.85), and TC showed an AUC of 0.55 (0.46-0.60). AUCs for each of these parameters were significantly lower than that of CNFL (P , 0.0001 for comparison of each of the three parameters with CNFL).
To determine the threshold value that most closely approached the upper-left corner of the ROC curves, we visually inspected the curves (Fig. 1) and compared them with the probability table generated by the logistic regression analysis inherent in the generation of the ROC curve (table not shown) . From this, we identified a point on the ROC curve for CNFL that simultaneously maximized sensitivity and specificity (Fig. 1, indicated by the asterisk) . This point corresponded to a CNFL value of #14.0 mm/ mm 2 to rule in DSP, which represented sensitivity of 85%, specificity of 84%, and positive and negative predictive values of 76 and 90%, respectively. However, the positive likelihood ratio for this threshold value was 5.3 and the negative likelihood ratio was 0.18. We subsequently sought the thresholds that would approach positive likelihood ratios of 10 and 0.1 according to the generally accepted values for a clinically useful test threshold. For ruling in DSP, the threshold value of #11.5 mm/mm 2 ( Fig. 1 , indicated by the double-dagger) was associated with specificity of 93%, positive predictive value of 83%, and positive likelihood ratio Figure 1dROC curve for the identification of DSP by the four CCM parameters in the 89 subjects with type 1 diabetes. The curve representing the performance of CNFL is depicted by the solid black line. The AUC for CNFL was the largest among the CCM parameters (0.88). See text for estimates of AUC for each test and their statistical comparisons with CNFL. According to the first approach for determining threshold values for the diagnosis of DSP described in RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS, the single point on the CNFL curve with optimal operating characteristics had a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 84%, corresponding to a threshold value of 14.0 mm/mm 2 (indicated by *). However, according to the second approach in which two threshold values were sought, the value 15.8 mm/mm 2 (indicated by †) had a sensitivity of 91% for ruling out DSP with a negative likelihood ratio of 0.16, whereas the value 11.5 mm/mm 2 (indicated by ‡) was associated with a specificity of 93% and a positive likelihood ratio of 8.5. of 8.5. Conversely, for ruling out DSP, the threshold value of $15.8 mm/mm 2 ( Fig. 1, indicated by the dagger) was associated with sensitivity of 91%, negative predictive value of 91%, and negative likelihood ratio of 0.16. Use of this diagnostic interval was associated with 60 of 89 (67%) subjects classified as DSP case or control subjects by CNFL examination, whereas 29 of 89 (33%) subjects were left unclassified.
To further explore the relationship of CNFL and DSP, we examined its distribution across a broad spectrum of nerve injury (Fig. 2) . Subjects with type 1 diabetes had significantly lower CNFL than did healthy volunteers (t statistic = 4.84, P , 0.0001). As shown in Fig. 2 second to sixth box-and-whisker plots, among subjects with diabetes, CNFL had a significant, stepwise, inverse relationship with ordinal categories of increasing DSP severity (linear regression b = 21.96, P , 0.0001). Compared with healthy volunteers, diabetic control subjects without DSP and without subclinical sural nerve injury had no significant difference in CNFL (linear regression b = 20.01, P = 0.50), as shown in Fig. 2 first and second box-and-whisker plots. CNFL was lower among diabetic control subjects without DSP but with subclinical sural nerve injury than in control subjects without such injury (linear regression b = 20.08, P = 0.05), as shown in Fig. 2 second and third box-and-whisker plots. Diabetic case subjects with DSP had substantially lower CNFL compared with diabetic control subjects without DSP (linear regression b = 25.64, P , 0.0001). Among case subjects with DSP, CNFL had an inverse relationship with increasing neuropathy severity (linear regression b = 21.53, P = 0.001), as shown in Fig. 2 fourth to sixth box-and-whisker plots.
To illustrate the relationship of CNFL across healthy volunteers, diabetic control subjects without DSP, and diabetic case subjects with the three levels of DSP severity, we present representative images from these subgroups in Fig. 3 . Diabetic case subjects with DSP are defined according to the number of abnormal nerve conduction parameters as described in the Fig. 2 legend. With respect to large fiber neuropathy measures, shorter CNFL (in millimeter per square millimeter) was associated with lower amplitude potentials (in microvolt) and slower conduction velocities (in meter per second) for both sural (linear regression b = 0.26, P , 0.0001, and b = 0.40, P , 0.0001, respectively) and peroneal nerves (b = 0.65, P , 0.0001, and b = 0.45, P , 0.0001, respectively). Shorter CNFL (in millimeter per square millimeter) was also associated with lower cooling detect threshold (in degree Celsius) (linear regression b = 0.31, P , 0.0001) and smaller LDI FLARE area (in centimeter squared) (b = 0.82, P = 0.0007).
CONCLUSIONSdIn the evaluation of a large cohort of type 1 diabetic subjects consisting of a wide spectrum of neuropathy severity, we found that CCM can be used as a proxy for the clinical and electrophysiological definition of DSP, as defined by consensus criteria using nerve conduction studies. The diagnostic performance of CNFL was very good, as indicated by a ROC AUC of 0.88, exceeding that of CNFD, CNBD, and TC. Furthermore, CNFL was associated with the existence of a single optimal threshold for ruling in DSP (at a quantitative level of #14.0 mm/mm 2 ) that had good sensitivity and specificity (85 and 84%, respectively). Although indicating good diagnostic operating characteristics, we also investigated an alternative strategy that considers two separate thresholds for CNFLdone that Figure 2dBox -and-whisker plots demonstrating the distribution of CNFL in 64 healthy volunteers and 89 type 1 diabetic subjects according to neuropathy status. Type 1 diabetic control subjects without DSP were divided into two groups based on the presence or absence of sural nerve conduction study abnormalities. Type 1 diabetic case subjects with DSP were divided into mild, moderate, and severe groups based on the presence of less than four, four, or greater than four lower-limb nerve conduction study abnormalities, respectively. ) and another that maximizes specificity (93% at #11.5 mm/mm 2 ). These measures translated into a positive likelihood ratio of 8.5 and a negative likelihood ratio of 0.16. This approach permitted the classification of the majority of subjects.
The prevailing concept of the natural history of DSP highlights the importance of early preclinical small fiber damage, which can be detected by intraepidermal nerve fiber density acquired by skin punch biopsy. This test is generally regarded as the gold standard of small nerve fiber degeneration (9) . However, the quantitative relationship between neuropathy status and severity with intraepidermal nerve fiber density is equivalently paralleled by corneal nerve fiber morphology measured by CCM (15) . In view of this, CCM has been targeted in research as a noninvasive alternative to skin biopsy with studies that focus on practical aspects of its performance, including reproducibility (21,31) and concurrent validity (17) . We report on the validity of CCM parameters to identify DSP that is defined by electrophysiologically based consensus guidelines (19) . Our current analysis identifies nerve fiber tortuosity as a parameter with extremely poor concurrent validity for the identification of DSP. Instead, our analysis highlights the validity of CNFL. A previous concurrent validity study reports a similar optimal performance for CNFL as compared with the other parameters, but it also reports a substantially lower threshold CNFL value than in our analysis. That study defines DSP according to the Neuropathy Deficit Score (17, 32, 33) , a clinical score determined by four physical examination maneuvers for the diagnosis of DSP. It could thus be predicted to produce a lower optimal threshold value for neuropathy diagnosis because the sensory and motor physical examination deficits that make up an abnormal Neuropathy Deficit Score reflect more advanced stages of DSP than the definition that we operationalized according to electrophysiologically-based consensus guidelines. Alternatively, differences in the technique of image capture, selection, and analysis may account for the different threshold values obtained in the two studies.
The determination of diagnostic thresholds for CNFL was an important objective of our study. Although we identify a single CNFL threshold value that discriminates DSP case from control subjects with good diagnostic operating characteristics, this approach may be an unrealistic expectation of a diagnostic test in clinical practice. For this reason, we also report the diagnostic strategy in which a range of values between two separate thresholds for CNFL were useddone that maximizes sensitivity and another that maximizes specificity. We hypothesize that individuals within a range of CNFL values (defined by levels that are ;11.5-15.8 mm/mm 2 ) represent individuals without clinically significant nerve damage to warrant a confident diagnosis of DSP. As such, these values may represent incipient or subclinical DSP and represent individuals at the highest risk of subsequent DSP onset.
Although our data are generally corroborated by another concurrent validity study (17) , we acknowledge limitations to the interpretation of our results. First, although we define diagnostic thresholds for CNFL, we acknowledge that sample size and measurement error limit the precision of these specific threshold values. Second, despite common features in the natural history and biology of DSP in type 1 and type 2 diabetes, further study is required to determine the relevance to type 2 diabetes. Third, we focused on the quantitative measurement of corneal nerve fiber morphology but not on its function, such as by the assessment of corneal sensitivity by noncontact corneal esthesiometry (34) . Finally, we acknowledge that protocols that use fully automated image analysis will likely need to be adopted for this diagnostic test to be generalized into clinical practice (35, 36) .
In view of the very good concurrent validity of CNFL, through longitudinal study, we hypothesize that it will have sufficient predictive validity to identify individuals who are at subsequent risk of developing clinically significant DSP. The clinical implication of this work is that CNFL could be harmonized as a clinical test applied to patients with diabetes during their annual retinopathy examinations performed by eye specialists. Because CNFL is a promising measure to quantify early and late phenotypes of DSP, it should be considered as an outcome for use in clinical trials investigating interventions for the prevention and treatment of DSP.
